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ABSTRACT 
We describe an algorithm, based on a continued fraction expansion, to reconstruct 
a periodic Jacobi matrix from spectral data. We also compare various different sets of 
spectral data which characterize a periodic Jacobi matrix. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A periodic Tacohi matrix is an n X n (n > 2) symmetric matrix of real 
numbers of the form 
b1 cl cl? 
c, b, c2 0 
b3 
J= c2 cg ;; . 
0 . . .: c,_r 
c, cn-1 bfl 
where the ci are nonzero. The inverse problem for periodic Jacobi matrices 
is the problem of reconstructing the matrix from spectral data. We give a 
strikingly simple algorithm to solve this problem, based on a continued 
fraction expansion. The relation between our algorithm and the algorithm of 
[7], which uses a Stieltjes continued fraction, is not evident. 
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The algorithm arises naturally from the algebraic-geometric formulation 
of the inverse problem. It is described in this setting in Section 2. In Section 
3 we show how the algebraic-geometric data compare with other inputs to 
the inverse problem which have appeared in the literature. 
The reader is assumed to have some familiarity with the theory of 
algebraic curves, for which a standard reference is [5]. The motivation for the 
algebraic-geometric formulation of the inverse problem is to be found in the 
theory of the periodic Toda lattice as a completely integrable system; a 
survey is given in [6]. 
2. THE INVERSE PROBLEM 
Let J be the periodic Jacobi matrix shown in Section 1. Associated with J 
we have the following spectra: 
(1) The simple periodic spectrum and the double periodic spectrum of J 
consist respectively of the simple and double eigenvalues of J. It is easy to 
see that every eigenvalue of a periodic Jacobi matrix has multiplicity 1 or 2, 
so the simple and double periodic spectra of J together constitute the whole 
spectrum of J. 
(2) The simple antiperiodic spectrum and the double antiperiodic spec- 
trum of J are the sets of simple and double eigenvalues respectively of the 
matrix obtained from J by changing the sign of c,. 
(3) The auxiliary spectrum of J is the spectrum of the matrix obtained 
from J by deleting the last row and column. 
The auxiliary spectrum consists entirely of simple eigenvalues. This is a 
consequence of the hypothesis that the off-diagonal elements of J are 
nonzero. Moreover, it is easy to see that any double periodic or antiperiodic 
eigenvalue is also in the auxiliary spectrum. Hence, finally: 
(4) The irredundant auxiliary spectrum is the set of those eigenvalues of 
the auxiliary spectrum that are not also in the double periodic or double 
antiperiodic spectrum. 
As we shall explain in Section 3, if F(x) is the manic polynomial whose 
roots are the simple periodic/antiperiodic spectrum of J (i.e. the union of 
the simple periodic and the simple antiperiodic spectra), then there exist a 
polynomial P(x) of degree n (the size of J) and a polynomial Q(x) such that 
P2 - Q2F = 1. We say that P and Q f umish a solution of degree n of the 
Pell equation for F. Moreover, the zeros of Q are the double periodic/anti- 
periodic spectrum of J. But, as we shall establish shortly, for any polynomial 
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F(X) and any given positive integer n, if there exist P,Q which furnish a 
solution of degree n of the Pell equation for F, then P, Q are unique up to 
multiplication by f 1, and thus unique if we require, as we do henceforth, 
that P and Q have positive leading terms. It follows that the simple 
periodic / antiperiodic spectrum of a periodic Jacobi matrix determines the 
double periodic /antiperiodic spectrum. For this reason the double spectrum 
does not appear in our input data for the inverse problem. 
We now sketch the connection between periodic Jacobi matrices and 
algebraic curves. The fundamental datum is a hyperelliptic curve C given by 
an equation y2 = F(x) = JYI(x - Ai). By this we mean that C is the nonsingu- 
lar complex projective model of the affine curve given by this equation, or, 
equivalently, C is the Riemann surface of the algebraic function fi. Here 
F(X) is a polynomial of even degree 2 p + 2 whose roots A i, 1< i < 2p + 2, 
are all real and distinct. We take A, < AZ < . . * < A2p+2. Since F has real 
roots, the graph of C nL@ consists of infinite curves covering the intervals 
( - m, A,] and [ Azr,+z, m) on the x-axis, and p compact loops covering 
[AZr, ATi+ ,]-these latter intervals being confusingly called “lacunae.” When 
the Ai are the simple periodic/antiperiodic spectrum of a periodic Jacobi 
matrix J, then it turns out that there is just one member of the irredundant 
auxiliary spectrum in each lacuna, and moreover, for each such member /.L 
the matrix in fact determines a point (/.L, dm) on the curve C. Con- 
versely, these data essentially determine J. This is formally stated as follows. 
THEOREM 2.0. There is a l-l correspondence between the following sets 
of data : 
(i> Periodic n x n Jacobi matrices whose off-diagonal entries are all 
positive. 
(ii) Hyperelliptic curves C determined by the equation y2 = F(x), where 
F is a manic polynomial of even degree 2p +2 whose zeros are all real and 
distinct, and for which there exists a solution of degree n of the Pell equation, 
together with a divisor D on C which consists of one point on each of the p 
real compact loops of C n R”. 
In this correspondence the zeros of F(x) form the simple periodic/anti- 
periodic spectrum of the matrix J, and the x-coordinates of the points of the 
divisor D form the u-redundant auxiliary spectrum. lf P, Q furnish a solution 
of degree n of the Pell equation for F, then the double periodic/antiperiodic 
spectrum of J is given by the zeros of Q, and a zero A of F or Q is in the 
periodic spectrum if P(A) = 1, and the antiperiodic spectrum zf P(A) = - 1. 
The reader is referred to [6], [7], and [8] for proofs of the theorem and its 
generalizations. We shall not give a complete proof, but in Section 3 of the 
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present paper the passage from (i) to (ii) is sketched, and we now describe as 
much of the passage from (ii) to (i) as is necessary for understanding our 
algorithm. 
The curve C has two points at infinity (i.e. two points lying over the point 
at infinity on the x-axis). We call these CO+ and w , where a+ lies on the 
branch for which \/i- = 1. Now, for each i E Z, there exists a meromorphic 
function A on C such that 
(f;)+D-i(m+-m-)20 
[here <f> denotes the d’ .. ivisor of the function f, as usual]. Indeed, by the 
Riemann-Roth theorem on C, such functions exist for all i, and for any given 
i the corresponding function is unique up to multiplication by constants. For 
each i E Z, then, let f, be the function, unique up to a sign, which satisfies 
(1) and also the normalization condition that the leading terms of its Laurent 
(or Taylorj series at wf and at m- have product 1. With this normalization 
we have defined a sequence {A}, i E Z, of meromorphic functions on C 
which we call the normalized f-sequence for D. The normalized f-sequence 
is uniquely determined (except for signs) by D. 
If P, Q are polynomials which furnish a solution of degree n of the Pell 
equation for F, then the functions P & Qy on C have divisors f n(m’ - 00 ); 
we refer to these functions as units of degree n. If, for given n, there exist 
units of degree n, then let h be the unit of degree n whose zero is at m+. 
We have, for all i, 
as one sees by observing that both sides of the equation are normalized and 
have divisors appropriate to f;:+,. Also fO = 1 and hence f,i = h. It follows 
from these considerations that a unit of degree n (properly normalized1 is 
equal to f,, and thus, by (21, 11 a units are powers of the unit of least degree. 
If N is this degree, then it follows that all solutions of the Pell equation for F 
have degree a multiple of N, and in any given degree the solution is unique 
up to multiplication by + 1, as we claimed earlier. 
It is a consequence of the Riemann-Roth theorem that, for all i, ~fi is a 
linear combination with constant coefficients of fi _ i, fi, f, + 1. It follows from 
the normalization that these constant coefficients form sequences ci, bi such 
that 
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The cZ, bi form infinite periodic sequences, of period N, and thus also of 
period n, where n is any multiple of N. For any positive integer n which is 
the degree of a unit P + Qy, the ci, bi, i = 1,. ., n, give a periodic Jacobi 
matrix J as shown in Section 1, with the desired spectral properties. In fact, 
the simple periodic/antiperiodic eigenvectors of the matrix are given by 
evaluating the vector (f,, fZ,. . , f,) at the points (hi, 0) and the double 
periodic/antiperiodic eigenvectors by evaluating at the points whose x-coor- 
dinates are zeros of Q. The simple eigenvectors belong to eigenvalues Ai, 
and the double to zeros of Q. Moreover, the vectors of residues of the vector 
of differential forms ( . . . fi dx . . . > at the points Pi of the divisor D are 
eigenvectors of the auxiliary spectrum of J belonging to the eigenvalues 
xi = (x-coordinate of Pi). All this follows readily from (2) and (31, though one 
must take care of some details when a point Pi coincides with a branch point. 
The one thing which is not clear is that the c,, z?, are real. This is known, and 
will follow from our algorithm. 
The fact that the f-sequence is only determined up to signs means that 
(3) leaves a sign ambiguity in each c,. The restriction in Theorem 2.0(i) to 
matrices with positive ci is a normalization, but it is not as drastic as it may 
seem at first sight. In fact the only significant ambiguity left by data (ii) is in 
the sign of c,. To see this, note first that spectral data by themselves can 
only determine a matrix up to conjugation. The set of matrices obtained by 
varying the signs of the ci falls into two orbits under conjugation by diagonal 
matrices with entries f 1 (the only conjugation which takes the set of 
periodic Jacobi matrices into itself); to one orbit belongs a matrix with all ci 
positive; and to the other the antiperiodic counterpart of this matrix, i.e. with 
only the sign of c,, changed. The change from one orbit to the other 
interchanges the periodic and antiperiodic spectra. Thus one may as well 
always take all the ci except c, to be positive. The zeros A of F (and Q) are 
divided into two disjoint subsets by the sign of P(h), and the sign of c,, 
determines which of these subsets shall form the periodic and which the 
antiperiodic spectrum. 
This completes our discussion of Theorem 2.0. Our algorithm solves the 
inverse problem for periodic Jacobi matrices, formulated as the problem of 
passing from data (ii) to data (i). The algorithm uses a continued fraction 
expansion to generate the sequence f,_ 1 /f,, where (fi> is the normalized 
f-sequence for the divisor D. From this the ci, bi can be read off immedi- 
ately. We first give the necessary minimum of theory of continued fractions 
in a hyperelliptic function field. More general theory can be found in [I] and 
[2], but in the particular situation we have here, many of the proofs simplify, 
and it seems worthwhile to give a self-contained account. 
Let g be an arbitrary meromorphic function on C. Since l/x is a 
uniformizing parameter at both points at infinity on C, the Laurent (or 
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Taylor) series of g at CXJ+ can be written [g]+ 0(1/x), where [g] is a 
polynomial in x formed by the principal part of g together with the constant 
term-we call [g] the polynomial part of g at m+. A function g, is defined 
by writing 
g=[g]+L. 
g1 
It is clear that l/g, has a zero at co*-, so g, has a pole at m+. This procedure 
is now iterated to give a sequence of functions gi with polynomial parts a,. 
The ai are nonconstant polynomials in x for i > 1. We obtain a continued 
fraction in the form 
1 
a0 + 1 ’ 
al + 1 
a2 + - . . . 
where we have put a, = [g]. W e refer to this as the continued fraction 
expansion of g. It is modeled on the continued fraction expansion of a real 
number in decimal form. 
The theory which we now sketch is of course the function field analogue 
of the well-known theory of continued fraction expansions of real quadratic 
irrationalities. Let g be a function of the form (L + y)/M where L and M 
are polynomials in x and M divides F - L2. In this case the continued 
fraction expansion of g can be set out as follows: 
g=ao+L_ L+Y 
g 1 M ’ 
1 L, + Y 1 
g1=-= -=a,+- 
g-a, M, g2 
g,= l 
L,+Y 1 
----~-----_a2+_-, 
g-a, M2 g3 
In other words the L, and Mi are obtained by rationalizing the denominators 
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of the successive g,. A priori, they are rational functions of x, but the 
following proposition implies that they are in fact polynomials. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. With the notation just defined, let L, = L, M, = M, 
and let the polynomial part of y at co+ be B. Then, for i > 1, the Li, Mi, ai 
satisfy 
Li = ai_lMi_, - Li_l, (4 
L; + M,_,M, = F, (b) 
ui = the quotient obtained on dividing Li + B by Mi. (c) 
Proof. The proofs are easy inductions on i, and are completely analo- 
gous to the proofs for real quadratic irrationalities: For (a) and (b) write 
Li + y/Mi = ai + Miil /(Li+l + y) and clear denominators. For (c) write 
(Li + y>/M, =[L, + B + O(l/x)]/M, = a, + 0(1/x). Multiplying up by M, 
gives Li + B + 0(1/x) = aiMi + r + 0(1/x), where r is the polynomial 
part of MiO(l/x), and is therefore a polynomial of degree less than deg Mi. 
Thus Li + B = a,M, + r by uniqueness of Laurent series, and (cl now 
follows by uniqueness of quotient and remainder in the division algorithm. 
PROPOSITION 2.2 
(i) The following algorithm generates the polynomials Li, Mi,ai of the 
continued fraction expansion of g = (y + L)/ M, where L and M are polyno- 
mials in x, and M divides F - L2: 
L, = L, M, = M. 
B = the unique polynomial such that deg( F - B2) < p. 
For i=O,1,2,... 
let Li + B = a,M, + ri (division algorithm). 
Then Li+, = B - ri. 
lfi = 1 then M, = (F - Lt)/M 
else Mi+l = Mi_l+ ai(L, - L,+l). 
(ii) Suppose deg M, < p. Then deg Mi < p for all i > 0, and deg Li = 
p + 1 for all i > 0. 
Proof. (i): It is elementary that the polynomial part of the Laurent 
expansion of y is B. Let us note for future reference that B is manic of 
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degree p + 1. The remaining assertions of (i) follow by manipulation of the 
formulae of Proposition 2.1. 
(ii) follows by induction on i. In fact, if deg Mi < p then deg Li+ , = p + 1 
by(i). But then degMi+,,<p, since g,+,=(Li+l+y)/Mi+l has apole at 
a+, and both terms in the numerator of g,, 1 have poles of order p + 1 
at m+. n 
We now apply the above to the inverse problem. We shall assume that 
p > 0. The case p = 0 is simpler, but requires minor modifications and is left 
to the reader. 
We assume given the data (ii) of Theorem 2.0. Write D = CP, where the 
Pi are a set of p real points, one on each compact loop of C. Let Pi have 
coordinates (xi, y,). Let M(x) = nr=,(x - xi), and let L(X) be the unique 
polynomial of degree < p - 1 such that L(x;) = yi for i = 1 to p. We define a 
function g on C by 
Ux)+y 
g= M(r) (4) 
Then g has finite poles, all simple, precisely at the given points Pi, and has 
simple poles at both points at infinity. It is the continued fraction expansion 
of g that gives us our algorithm. Its properties are recorded in the next 
proposition. Let Z denote the divisor of zeros of g. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. The functions gi that arise in the continued fraction 
expansion of g have divisors as follows: 
(g)=-D+Z-(m++m-), 
in general 
where, for all i, the divisors Zi are effective and have support on finite points. 
In fact they, like D, consist of one point on each real compact loop of C. 
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Proof. The proof goes by induction on i. We leave to the reader some 
minor modifications necessary for the passage from g to g,. 
By definition of the continued fraction expansion, l/ gi = gi _ i - a,_ i. 
Since a,_i is a polynomial, l/g, has the same poles in the finite plane as 
g,_i. Thus I/g, has, by the inductive hypothesis, p poles in the finite plane, 
one on each real compact loop, constituting the divisor - Zi_ i. Now, 
restricted to a real loop, l/g, may be considered as a nonconstant Cm 
function S’ + S’ = IRU ~0. This function has exactly one simple pole, and it 
changes sign as its argument passes through the pole. Therefore it has exactly 
one zero also. We conclude that I/g, has exactly one zero on each finite 
loop. These zeros constitute a divisor, which we call Zi. Taking gi instead of 
I/g, changes the sign of the divisors; this establishes the lemma as regards 
the finite plane, except that we must show that gi has no further poles in the 
finite plane. Now by Proposition 2.2, gi = (Li + y>/M, with deg Li = p + 1 
and deg M, < p, for all i > 1. In the finite plane, poles of g, can only occur 
over zeros of Mi. Since by Proposition 2.1(b) Mi divides F - IL,: = (y - Li) 
(y + Li), if a zero of M, is not a branch point, then only one of the two points 
lying over the zero can be a pole of gi. If a zero of Mi is a branch point, then 
the fact that F is square-free shows again that the zero can be at most a 
simple zero of Mi and thus a simple pole of gi. Therefore, since deg Mi < p, 
there are at most p poles of gi in the finite plane. We conclude that gi has 
exactly p poles in the finite plane, and this establishes the lemma as regards 
the finite plane. Note we have proved that deg Mi = p, 
We now have to see what happens at infinity. Since we have exactly p 
poles and p zeros in the finite plane, and since a meromorphic function has 
as many zeros as poles, it is enough to show that gi has a pole of order 1 at 
mf, for then it must have a zero of order 1 at a-. In the expression 
gi = (Li + y>/M,, both t erms in the numerator have poles of degree p + 1 at 
the points at infinity, while the denominator has a pole of degree p. Since, by 
the construction of the continued fraction expansion gi does have a pole at 
mI+, this pole must have order 1, and the theorem is proved. n 
REMARK. By Proposition 2.3, each function gi = (ti + y)/M, has a zero 
at m-. This implies that Li and B (recall that B is the polynomial part of y) 
agree in degree > deg Mi = p. Thus ai, which according to Proposition 2.2 is 
the quotient of the division of Li + B by Mi, is also twice the quotient of the 
division of Li by Mi. This gives a slightly laster calculation of the continued 
fraction. 
The following is a corollary of Proposition 2.3 and is a special case of a 
theorem proved in [21 (cf. also [l] for the genus 1 case). It will be used only 
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in a remark about verifying the consistency of our algorithm, and we omit the 
proof. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Suppose given the data described in Theorem 2.0(n) 
except that the existence of a unit is not assumed a priori and let g be the 
function defined from these data by Equation (4). Then the sequence (gi) of 
functions occurring in the continued fraction expansion of g is quasiperiodic 
(i.e. periodic up to constant multiples) of quasiperiod n if and only if there 
exists a unit of degree n. 
We now relate the continued fraction expansion of g, as defined by 
Equation (41, to the f-sequence for the divisor D. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. There exist real constants a,, unique up to sign, such 
that the functions 
form the normalized f-sequence for D as described at the beginning of this 
section, for all i 2 1. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.2, since multiplying functions corresponds to 
adding divisors, 
(glg2e*.gi)-1=- D+Zi+i(wf-m-), 
whence 
(g1g2 .* . g,)-l+ D-i(w+-CC) >oo: 
so that the reciprocal product (gig, . . . g,)-’ satisfies the defining property, 
Equation (l), of the ith member fi of an f-sequence, but for the normaliza- 
tion. In order to achieve normalization, it is clearly enough to normalize each 
gi separately before forming the product. If pi is the product of the leading 
terms of g. at CQ+ and w-, then normalization is achieved by multiplying by 
ai = I/L. It remains to show that pi is positive. This is equivalent to the 
assertion that the norm of g,, which is [(L, + y>/Mi][(Li - y)/M,l=(Lq - 
F2)/ M;, is positive as x goes to infinity. Now the largest zero of F is 
A 2p+2, and the point P = (h,,+z, 0) does not lie on any compact loop of C, 
and therefore P is not a zero or pole of g,, by Proposition 2.3. It follows that 
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A sp+s is neither a zero nor a pole of the norm of gi, which thus has at P the 
positive real value L~(A,,+,)/M~(hsp+2). As x goes from P to infinity, gi 
has no further zeros; neither therefore has its norm, so the norm suffers no 
sign changes in [ P,~J), and thus is positive at infinity, as was to be proved. n 
Proposition 2.5 shows that the f-sequence of a divisor D can be calcu- 
lated from a continued fraction expansion, and hence the expansion can be 
used to solve the inverse problem for periodic Jacobi matrices. However, as 
we now proceed to show, it is not necessary to calculate the f-sequence 
explicitly in order to solve the inverse problem. 
THEOREM 2.6. With the data of Theorem 2.O(ii), let g be the function 
defined by Equation (4, with simple poles on D and at CO+ and m-, and let 
( gi, i > 1) be the sequence of functions occurrir,g in the continued fraction 
expansion of g. Let gi = Li + y/M,, and write the polynomial part of gi at 
m+ as a,(x) = uix + vi, where ui and vi are constants. Let the coeffkients of 
x p-1 in Li and in B be Zi and b, respectively. (B is defined in Proposition 
2.2.) Then the entries ci, bi of the corresponding periodic Jacobi matrix can be 
calculated from the continued fraction expansion of g by the formulae 
+_0” 
ui 
for i = l,..., n, with c, = c,,. 
Proof. The bi and ci are obtained from the f-sequence for D in 
accordance with Equation (3). Let ai be the normalization constant for gi as 
defined in Proposition 2.5. Then, by Proposition 2.5, 
Substituting this expression in Equation (3) and simplifying, we find 
Each side of this equation is a meromorphic function on C, and we can 
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calculate ci and bi by comparing coefficients in the polynomial parts at a+. 
Equating the coefficients of x2 on either side, we find 
ai+lui+l = Ci-~cTiiai+lUi~i+l> 
whence ci _ r = l/u,z~~ (ui # 0, since, by Proposition 2.3, gi has a simple 
pole at m+). Similarly, equating the coefficients of x on either side gives 
bi = - oi /ui, after some simplification. Now, ui is the leading term of the 
Laurent series at w+ of gi = L, + y/Mi, while (see Propositions 2.2, 2.3 and 
the remark following Proposition 2.3) deg Mi = p and Li agrees with B, 
which is the polynomial part of y at m +, in degree > p. With these facts in 
mind, straightforward calculation shows that ui = 2/m,, while the leading 
term of the Taylor series of gi at ~0 - is (li - b)/mi, where m, denotes the 
leading coefficient of M,. Thus the normalization constant for gi is oi = 
* mi /d-j, and the given expression for ci_r follows on substituting 
for a, and ui in ci_r = l/(aiu,>. Finally, c, = cO, since, as was observed 
following Equation (2), the ci and bi form periodic sequences of period n. n 
We summarize our results as the following algorithm. We use A DIV B, 
A MOD B to denote the quotient and remainder respectively when A is 
divided by B. The continued fraction expansion uses the modification de- 
scribed in the remark following Proposition 2.3. 
ALGORITHM JACOBI 
Input : 
(1) A manic square-free polynomial F(x) of even degree 2p +2, all of 
whoseroots hi, i=1,2 ,..,, 2p+2,arereal. 
(2) A set of p real points (xi, yi> on the curve y2 = F(x) with 
(3) A positive integer n > 3 for which there exist polynomials P(x), Q(x) 
such that deg P = n and P2 - Q2F = 1. 
Output: Real numbers b,, . . , b,, cl,. . , c, which form a periodic n X n 
Jacobi matrix (notation of Section 1) whose simple periodic/antiperiodic 
spectrum is given by the Ai, whose double periodic/antiperiodic spectrum is 
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given by the zeros of Q, and whose irredundant auxiliary spectrum is given 
by the xi. 
BEGIN 
Initialization: 
B := the polynomial for which deg(F - B”) < p. 
h :=coefficient of x”-l in B. 
M:=rl;& -xi>. 
L := the polynomial of degree < p - 1 for which L(xi) = yi, i = 1,. . . , p. 
a, := (B + L) DIV h!f; r. := (B + L) blOD kf. 
L, =B - ro; M, = (F - L;)/M. 
End of initialization. 
Iteration: For i = 1,2,. . . , n do 
qi := Li DIV Mi. 
Ti := Li MOD Mi. 
lj :=coefficient of xp-l in Li. 
ui :=constant term of yi. 
ui :=leading term of qi. 
OUTPUT bi = - !?. 
ui 
Li,i :=& -2ri. 
Mi,i :=Mi_i +4qiri 
End iteration. 
c, := C”. 
END 
At no point is explicit use made of the solutions P, Q of the Pell equation, 
except that deg P determines the size of the matrix. But P and Q must of 
course exist for the algorithm to produce a matrix with the expected spectra. 
(Even if there is no unit of degree n, the-no longer periodic-sequence of 
numbers bi, ci generated by the algorithm is not entirely meaningless; cf. 
[8, $61.) However, by Corollary 2.4, a unit of degree n exists if and only if the 
sequence (g,} is quasiperiodic for a quasiperiod n. Now, it is easily seen that 
the sequence (gi}, i > 1, is quasiperiodic of quasiperiod n if and only if g,,, 1 
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TABLE 1 
F(x)=~~-14r~+49x~-36x=x(r-lXx-4)(-9). 
deg P = 3. (In fact 18P = x3 -14x’ +49x - 18; 18Q = x - 7). 
P, = (3,6). (The genus p = 1, so D consists of just one point.) 
B=x’-7x. 
L M a C b 
6 
x2-7x +6 
x2 -7x +6 
x2-7x+18 
x2-7x +6 
x2-7x+6 
x2-7x+18 
x2-7x+6 
x-3 
-12(x - 1) 
x-3 
-36(x - 3) 
;<x -I> 
-36(x - 3) 
x-3 
- 12(x - 1) 
x-4 
-$(x-6) fi 6 
2(x - 41 6 4 
-1+(x -4) 3 4 
6(x - 6) 
-$x -4) 
2(x - 4) 
-$(x -6) 
Resulting matrix: 
Periodic spectrum: 
Antiperiodic spectrum: 
Auxiliary spectrum: 
C&d5 
J=fi 4 3 
[ 1 G34 
194, I1 
f7,7,01 
(7,31 
is a constant multiple of g,; moreover, it is an immediate consequence of the 
definitions, and the fact that the Li are manic, that g,,+, is a constant 
multiple of g, if and only if L,+i = L, and M,+l is a constant multiple of 
M,. Thus the algorithm is “self-checking” in the sense that, given input data 
with the matrix size n, a matrix is obtained by n iterations of the continued 
fraction, and one further iteration checks for the existence of a unit of degree 
n, and thus that the matrix has the desired spectral properties. 
If required, the unit may be calculated from the f-sequence-it is 
f,-or equivalently from the g’s. It may also be obtained directly from the 
matrix, as explained in Section 3. A more efficient method is to solve the Pell 
equation for F by means of the continued fraction expansion of the meromor- 
phic function y = fi, in exact analogy to the usual method of solution of the 
integer Pell equation; cf. [l, 21. 
Table 1 gives a simple example. Of course only the first three terms of 
the continued fraction expansion are necessary to construct the matrix. The 
extra terms are given in order to display the periodicities that occur. 
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3. SPECTRAL DATA OF A PERIODIC JACOBI MATRIX 
In this section we describe some equivalent sets of inputs to the inverse 
problem for periodic Jacobi matrices which have appeared in the numerical 
analysis literature (see [3] for a general survey of numerical methods and 
further bibliography), and show how they relate to the algebraic-geometric 
formulation of the problem. We first review briefly the passage from the 
periodic Jacobi matrix J given in Section 1 to the algebraic-geometric data. 
We introduce a matrix Jp, where p is an indeterminate: 
Cl 
b2 
c2 
0 
c2 
b3 
0 
C3 
cm-2 h-1 
cn-1 
If p is another indeterminate, then 
det(J,, - PI) = ( - 1) .“[A(p++,h)]. 
where A = llici and P, is a manic polynomial of degree rr. Thus the 
periodic spectrum of J is given by roots of P,(r) = 2A, and the antiperiodic 
by roots of P,(x) = -2A. Let F(x) be the polynomial Pi -4A” made 
square-free. Let P,2 -4A’ = QiF. Then Pi - QiF = 4A2, and P = P,/2A, 
Q = Qa /2A furnish a solution of the Pell equation for F. Moreover the 
simple periodic/antiperiodic spectrum of J is given by the zeros of F, and 
the double periodic/antiperiodic spectrum is given by the zeros of Q. Note 
that an eigenvalue cy belongs to the periodic or antiperiodic spectrum 
according to the sign of P(a). 
From (5) we see that the equation 
- P”(cLJ = 0 
defines a curve C* in the (k,p) plane which has singularities at the points 
((Y, P(a)), where (Y is a zero of Q, i.e. a double periodic or antiperiodic 
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eigenvalue. Our curve C, with equation y a = F(r) is a desingularization of 
C*. In fact (x, y) ++ (x, P(X)+ Q(x)y) defines a rational map from C to C*, 
which is evidently invertible except at the zeros of Q. If (p, p) is a point of 
C*, then p is called the Floquet multiplier of p. 
Now let Jo be the matrix obtained by deleting the last row and column of 
J. If (a,, a2,. . . , a,_ ,> is an eigenvector of J” belonging to an eigenvalue /_L, 
then there is a unique p, namely p = - c,a, /~,,_,a,_,, such that 
(u,,u,,..., ur, _ i, 0) is an eigenvector of J, belonging to the eigenvalue CL. 
The pair (p, p) determines a point of C* and thus, so long as p is not a zero 
of Q, a point of C. The p real points which constitute the divisor D in 
Theorem 2.0(n) are obtained by calculating the points (p,p) of C* as just 
described, discarding those where p belongs to the double periodic/anti- 
periodic spectrum of J, and determining the points of C which correspond to 
the remainder. Since every eigenvalue of the double periodic/antiperiodic 
spectrum of J is also an eigenvalue of Jo, D is indeed of degree p, where p 
is defined by deg F = 2p +2. (A nontrivial fact which we do not prove here 
is that there is exactly one of the p real points on each real compact loop 
of C.) 
This completes the description of the passage from J to algebraic-geo- 
metric data. We now compare the algebraic-geometric data with other 
possible sets of data which have been used in the inverse problem for 
periodic Jacobi matrices. 
THEOREM 3.1 (cf. [4]). Let Ai, 1 Q i < n, be n (not necessarily distinct) 
real numbers, where n > 3. Then there exists a periodic Jacobi mutrix J with 
periodic spectrum the A i ty and only if they can be ordered so that either 
A,>h,>A3>A4>As> ... (i> 
or 
A,=A,>h,>A,>h,> ... (ii) 
If (i) holds, then J cun be taken to huve all ci positive, but if (ii) holds then J 
will have some c, negative. An alternative statement is that zf (ii) holds, then 
there exists a periodic Jacobi matrix J with ull ci positive and the hi us 
antiperiodic spectrum. 
Proof. Let A E IL!, A # 0, and define F’(p) by P(p)--2A = ll(p - A,). 
Then, in view of our preliminary remarks, it is clear that J exists if and only 
if A can be chosen so that all zeros of P(p) + 2 A are real, since these zeros 
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form the antiperiodic spectrum of J; if such an A exists, then J may be taken 
to have all ci positive if and only if A is positive. The theorem follows by 
elementary calculus. W 
THEOREM 3.2. The following sets of data, when consistent, each deter- 
mine a periodic Jacobi matrix, up to the ambiguities described: 
(1) (cf. ]31). Th e constant A, a set of n not necessarily distinct reals hi which 
are to be the periodic spectrum, and n - 1 distinct reals t.~~ which are to 
be the auxiliary spectrum. Consistency conditions: The periodic spectrum 
must contain no worse than double eigenvalues, and the auxiliary spec- 
trum must be simple. Moreover, the conditions w’(t_~~)n,(p~ - hk) < 0 
and w’(IL~)[~~,(~~-A~)+~A]~O must be satisfiedfor i=l,...,n-1, 
where o(p) = ni(p - t_~~). In general there are 2”” ambiguities, but 
there may be less if some pk coincides with a simple Ai or A,:. 
(2) <cf. [31X Th ere are given n real numbers hi which are to be the periodic 
spectrum, n real numbers A,: which are to be the antiperiodic spectrum, 
and n - 1 real numbers t_~~ which are to be the auxiliary spectrum. 
Consistency conditions: 
(a) n<x - Ai)- n(r - A,:) = const = -4A, A # 0. 
(b) The periodic and antiperiodic spectra must contain no worse than 
double eigenvalues, and the auxiliary spectrum must be simple. Any 
double eigenvalue of the periodic or antiperiodic spectrum must 
reappear in the auxiliary spectrum. The irredundant auxiliary spec- 
trum must fall in the lacunae defined by the simple periodic / antiperi- 
odic spectrum. 
The ambiguities are as in (1). 
(3) (cf. [41). Th ere are given the constant A, another real number which is to 
be the trace of the matrix, and n - 1 pairs (pi, pi) where the pi are to 
form the auxiliary spectrum and the pi are the Floquet multipliers of 
the t.~~. Consistency condition: for all i, piw’(pi) < 0, where w(p) = 
FI<x - pi). The only ambiguity is in the sign of the ci. 
Proof. It is easy to see that (1) and (2) translate directly into the 
algebraic-geometric formulation, except that one has only the x-coordinates 
of the points of the divisor D. The consistency conditions ensure that these 
are distributed one to each lacuna, and the ambiguities arise in the choice of 
sign of a corresponding y-coordinate. 
(3): The polynomial I’,, defined by Equation (5) is manic, of degree n, 
and the coefficient of xnP1 in P, is the trace of the matrix J, up to a 
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well-determined sign. The pairs (/_~~,p~) must satisfy Equation (6). Thus the 
given data determine PO uniquely by interpolation, and therefore also 
F = Pt - 4A2 (made square-free) is determined. Moreover, the pairs (pi, pi) 
where pi is a multiplicity one eigenvalue of the auxiliary spectrum deter- 
mine D as previously described. The conditions P~w’(/_L~) < 0 ensure that all 
zeros of F are real and that the points of D fall in the appropriate lacunae. 
Thus the data of (3) are equivalent to the algebraic-geometric data and 
determine the matrix up to a sign ambiguity in the ci. n 
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